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Probing WIMP dark matter via the temperature observations of neutron stars
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Evidence for dark matter (DM)

Dark matter (DM) exists.

But its nature is unknown…



Weakly-Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs)

Electrically neutral and colorless particles.

Stable.

Masses of O(100—1000) GeV.

Have interactions comparable to EW interactions.

Observed Dark Matter (DM) density

can be explained by their thermal relic.

WIMP

Many new physics models predict such a particle.



WIMP dark matter heating in NS
It has been discussed that the signature of WIMP DM may

be detected via the neutron star temperature observations.

WIMP annihilation and cooling of neutron stars

Chris Kouvaris*
CERN Theory Division, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland,

University of Southern Denmark, Campusvej 55, DK-5230 Odense, Denmark
and The Niels Bohr Institute, Blegdamsvej 17, DK-2100 Copenhagen, Denmark

(Received 27 August 2007; published 28 January 2008)

We study the effect of WIMP annihilation on the temperature of a neutron star. We shall argue that the
released energy due to WIMP annihilation inside the neutron stars might affect the temperature of stars
older than 10! 106 years, flattening out the temperature at "104 K for a typical neutron star.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.77.023006 PACS numbers: 97.60.Jd

I. INTRODUCTION

Since Zwicky proposed the problem of the ‘‘missing
mass’’ in 1933, a lot of theoretical and experimental effort
has been made in order to unveil the nature of dark matter.
Today, WMAP has provided very accurate data regarding
the matter density in the Universe [1]. The energy density
of the Universe is composed of 4% atoms and roughly 22%
dark matter. Data from recent observations indicate that
dark matter cannot be attributed more than 20% to dim
objects like black holes, brown dwarfs, and giant planets
[2]. From a theoretical point of view, several candidates
rise from different theories, such as neutralinos [3,4],
Majorana neutrinos, and, lately, technibaryons provided
by theories that are not ruled out by the electroweak
precision measurements [5–10]. From the experimental
point of view, the focus is on the direct and indirect
detection of dark matter particles. The direct detection
might occur in underground experiments like CDMS
that, in principle, can detect recoil energies from collisions
between weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs)
and nuclei, or atmospheric experiments like the X-ray
Quantum Calorimeter (XQC), where strongly interacting
particles might collide with the detector. The indirect
detection might occur via gamma-ray and neutrino tele-
scopes, where the presence of WIMPs can be detected
indirectly, by observing products of WIMP annihilations.
In particular, provided that WIMPs can annihilate and
because they can be trapped inside the Earth or the sun,
such annihilations would produce jets of particles and
more specifically neutrinos coming straight from the center
of the Earth or the sun, that could possibly be detected by
neutrino telescopes [11–13]. On the other hand, gamma-
ray telescopes can, in principle, detect gamma rays pro-
duced by WIMP annihilation at the center of the Galaxy
[14]. Both direct and indirect detection experiments can
impose strong constraints on the cross section of the WIMP
with the nuclei. For instance, heavy Dirac neutrinos have
been excluded as WIMPs for masses up to several TeV,
because their elastic cross section with nuclei is suffi-

ciently large and therefore they should have been detected
by now in CDMS [15].

In this paper we investigate the possibility of a different
kind of indirect signature of WIMP annihilation. Instead of
looking at the indirect signals from the annihilation of
trapped WIMPs inside the Earth or the sun, we examine
the consequences of WIMP annihilation on the tempera-
ture of neutron stars. The neutron stars are massive com-
pact objects with very low temperatures. Naively one
might expect that, since the mass of the trapped WIMPs
inside a neutron star represents a tiny fraction of the overall
mass of the star, such an effect should be negligible.
However, the annihilation of massive particles inside the
star releases a huge amount of energy that is heating up the
star. As we shall argue, once the accretion rate of dark
matter particles equilibrates the rate of annihilation, the
amount of released energy is independent of the star’s
temperature, and therefore at late times the WIMP annihi-
lation can keep the star at a constant temperature that
depends on the mass and the radius of the star, the cross
section of annihilation, and the local dark matter density of
the star.

The paper is organized as follows: First we calculate the
rate of dark matter accretion onto the neutron star includ-
ing general relativity corrections. Then we calculate the
annihilation rate for the WIMPs, and we calculate the
effect of the WIMP annihilation on the cooling curves of
a typical neutron star made of regular nuclear matter. We
present our conclusions in the last section.

II. WIMP’S ACCRETION RATE ONTO THE
NEUTRON STAR

The accretion of dark matter particles inside the Earth
and the sun is not a new subject. Press and Spergel studied
first in [11] the capture rate of WIMPs inside the Earth and
the sun. More elaborate calculations were also done by
Gould [12,13], taking into account several effects specifi-
cally for the case of the Earth and the sun. An estimate of
the accretion rate onto a neutron star was also provided by
Goldman and Nussinov [16], who were the first to study
effects of WIMPs on neutron stars. In this section we
calculate the accretion rate of WIMPs onto a typical neu-*kouvaris@nbi.dk
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Neutron stars as dark matter probes
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We examine whether the accretion of dark matter onto neutron stars could ever have any visible external

effects. Captured dark matter which subsequently annihilates will heat the neutron stars, although it seems

the effect will be too small to heat close neutron stars at an observable rate while those at the galactic

center are obscured by dust. Nonannihilating dark matter would accumulate at the center of the neutron

star. In a very dense region of dark matter such as that which may be found at the center of the galaxy, a

neutron star might accrete enough to cause it to collapse within a period of time less than the age of the

Universe. We calculate what value of the stable dark matter-nucleon cross section would cause this to

occur for a large range of masses.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.81.123521 PACS numbers: 95.35.+d

I. INTRODUCTION

Observations of the kinematics of self gravitating ob-
jects such as galaxies and clusters of galaxies consistently
send us the same message—if we are to believe in
Einstein’s theory of gravity on these scales, then there
appears to be an invisible quantity of dark matter in each
of these objects which weighs more than the matter we can
observe. Cosmological observations add weight to this
hypothesis and tells us that this invisible matter cannot
consist of baryons, rather it must be a new kind of matter
which interacts with the rest of the standard model rather
feebly—dark matter [1].

The exact coupling and mass of this dark matter is not
known but has been constrained. One hypothesis is that the
dark matter annihilates with itself and interacts with the
rest of the standard model via the weak interaction. This
weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) scenario has
gained favor because such particles would fall out of
equilibrium with the rest of the plasma at such a tempera-
ture that their relic abundance today would be approxi-
mately correct to explain the astronomical observations.

Such a scenario also predicts a direct detection signal
due to the recoil of atoms which are hit by dark matter
particles, recoils which are being searched for at several
purpose built experiments (e.g. [2–4]). We also expect to
see signals from the self-annihilation of WIMP dark matter
in regions of the galaxy where the density is large, although
there are many uncertainties with regards to the magnitude
of this signal. Neither of these signals has yet been detected
although international efforts to find such signals are in-
tensifying to coincide with the opening of the LHC which
also may create WIMP dark matter particles.

Since we only understand the thermal history of the
Universe back to the start of nucleosynthesis, we cannot
say with any surety whether or not the WIMP scenario

makes sense. Furthermore there are many other scenarios
of dark matter which involve much more massive particles
or particles which cannot annihilate with themselves [5,6].
There is roughly 5–7 times the amount of dark matter in the
Universe by mass relative to baryonic matter. This ratio is
rather close to 1, a mystery which is only solved within the
WIMP framework by a happy coincidence. The closeness
of these numbers has led some researchers to suggest that,
like baryons, dark matter also possesses a conserved charge
and there is an asymmetry in this charge in the Universe. If
the two asymmetries are related then one would require the
dark matter mass to be approximately 5–7 times the mass
of a nucleon. This intriguing possibility would be consis-
tent with the controversial DAMA experiment [7] and the
slight hint of anomalous noise in the cogent experiment
[8]. Such a dark matter candidate could also have interest-
ing implications for solar physics [9].
Since any constraints on the nature of the mass and cross

section of dark matter particles are interesting, in this paper
we will consider both of these paradigms and see whether
or not it is possible to obtain any new constraints from a
new angle—namely by considering the capture of dark
matter by neutron stars.
The accretion of dark matter onto stellar objects has

been considered by various groups looking at both stars
[10–14] and compact objects [15–17]. In particular, the
structure and the ultimate fate of neutron stars which
accrete nonannihilating dark matter has been discussed
before [18–20].
Our aim is to consider the accretion of dark matter onto

neutron stars in greater detail in order to examine whether
or not it would ever be possible to either observe the
heating of a neutron star due to dark matter annihilation
within the object, or the collapse of a neutron star which
accretes nonannihilating dark matter.
In the next section we will outline our estimate for the

accretion rate of dark matter onto a neutron star. Then we
will explain which densities we will be assuming for dark
matter in the Milky Way. We will then go on to work out
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Can neutron stars constrain dark matter?
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Because of their strong gravitational field, neutron stars capture weakly interacting dark matter particles

(WIMPs) more efficiently compared to other stars, including the white dwarfs. Once captured, the WIMPs

sink to the neutron star center and annihilate, heating the star. We find that this heat could lead to

detectable effects on the surface temperature of old neutron stars, especially those in dark-matter-rich

regions such as the Galactic center or cores of globular clusters. The capture and annihilation is fully

efficient even for WIMP-to-nucleon cross sections (elastic or inelastic) as low as!10"45 cm2, and for the

annihilation cross sections as small as!10"57 cm2. Thus, detection of a sufficiently cold neutron star in a

dark-matter-rich environment would exclude a wide range of dark matter candidates, including those with

extremely small cross sections.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.82.063531 PACS numbers: 95.35.+d, 97.60.Jd

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the initial discovery of the ‘‘missing mass’’ prob-
lem by Zwicky in the 1930s, a lot of theoretical, experi-
mental, and observational effort has been put into unveiling
the mystery of dark matter. A number of possibilities have
been proposed, including modifications of the gravitational
theory, hidden sector(s), primordial black holes and other
massive objects, and new dark matter particles.

An attractive solution of the dark matter problem within
the context of particle physics can be provided by a
class of models with weakly interacting massive particles
(WIMP). The standard model does not have a WIMP
with the required characteristics, which means that
WIMPs are probably related to physics beyond the stan-
dard model. There are several dark matter propositions
according to what extension of the standard model one
selects: supersymmetry [1,2], hidden sectors [3,4], techni-
color [5–8], etc.

All currently existing evidence in favor of dark matter
(as, for example, WMAP [9]) is of gravitational origin. In
order to distinguish between the dark matter models, a
direct (nongravitational) detection of dark matter particles
is required. The most important parameters that determine
the perspectives of the direct detection are the cross section
!N of the dark matter-to-nucleon interaction, and the dark
matter self-annihilation cross section !A, or the decay rate
in models with decaying dark matter. Underground direct
search experiments such as CDMS [10] and Xenon [11]
have put tight constraints on the spin-independent
and spin-dependent cross sections of WIMPs scattering
off nuclei targets at the level of !N & 10"43 cm2.
Interestingly, the DAMA Collaboration [12] claims the
observation of an annual modulated signal with high sta-
tistical significance. A possible reconciliation of all the

underground search experiments points to the existence
of dark matter with excited states, in which case WIMPs
can interact also inelastically [13,14], or to less mainstream
scenarios as in [15,16].
In the past 20 years, there have been several attempts to

constrain the properties of WIMPs by looking at signatures
related to the accretion and/or annihilation of WIMPs in-
side stars. This includes the capture of WIMPs in the Earth
and the Sun [17–19], the self-annihilation of WIMPs that
can lead to an observable neutrino spectrum [20,21], the
effect of dark matter in the evolution of low-mass stars
[22,23], and the study of the WIMP accretion and/or
annihilation inside compact stars such as neutron stars
[24–26] and white dwarfs [27,28].
Compact objects and, in particular, neutron stars con-

stitute a potentially promising way of constraining dark
matter models. First, the high baryonic density in compact
stars increases the probability of WIMP scattering within
the star and eventually the gravitational trapping. This is
crucial in view of the tiny value of !N . It should be noted
that in the models with the inelastic dark matter interac-
tions, the elastic and inelastic cross sections of the WIMP
scattering inside the star are of the same order, because the
WIMP velocity is much higher than the asymptotic value
of 220 km=s, and its kinetic energy is therefore much
larger than the splitting between the WIMP excited and
ground states. Second, at the late stages of their evolution,
neutron stars can be rather cold objects due to the lack of
possible burning or heating mechanisms, and therefore
heating by annihilation of the dark matter could produce
an observable effect.
Close cousins of the neutron stars are the white dwarfs,

the second most compact objects. They are easier to ob-
serve due to their larger surface area. However, they are
lighter and less dense than neutron stars. For an efficient
capture, a dark matter particle has to collide at least once
per star crossing. For a neutron star, this requires the cross
section to satisfy !N * 10"45 cm2, while for a solar mass
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Dark Kinetic Heating of Neutron Stars and an Infrared Window
on WIMPs, SIMPs, and Pure Higgsinos
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We identify a largely model-independent signature of dark matter (DM) interactions with nucleons and
electrons. DM in the local galactic halo, gravitationally accelerated to over half the speed of light, scatters
against and deposits kinetic energy into neutron stars, heating them to infrared blackbody temperatures.
The resulting radiation could potentially be detected by the James Webb Space Telescope, the Thirty Meter
Telescope, or the European Extremely Large Telescope. This mechanism also produces optical emission
from neutron stars in the galactic bulge, and x-ray emission near the galactic center because dark matter is
denser in these regions. For GeV-PeV mass dark matter, dark kinetic heating would initially unmask any
spin-independent or spin-dependent dark matter-nucleon cross sections exceeding 2 × 10−45 cm2, with
improved sensitivity after more telescope exposure. For lighter-than-GeV dark matter, cross-section
sensitivity scales inversely with dark matter mass because of Pauli blocking; for heavier-than-PeV dark
matter, it scales linearly with mass as a result of needing multiple scatters for capture. Future observations
of dark sector-warmed neutron stars could determine whether dark matter annihilates in or only kinetically
heats neutron stars. Because inelastic interstate transitions of up to a few GeV would occur in relativistic
scattering against nucleons, elusive inelastic dark matter like pure Higgsinos can also be discovered.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.131801

Despite ongoing searches, the identity of DM remains a
mystery. Terrestrial detectors looking for DM impinging on
known particles have found no dark sector scattering events
in up to 100 kilogram years of data. While some DM
models have been excluded by these searches, many well-
motivated candidates remain untested. Earthbound direct
detection is considerably less sensitive to DM that couples
to standard model (SM) particles primarily through inelas-
tic or SD interactions, as well as DM much heavier or
lighter than the nuclear masses of argon, germanium,
or xenon.
A compelling insight developed in this document is that

DM interactions with SM particles heat NSs through the
deposition of kinetic energy that DM gains falling into
steep NS gravitational potentials. Dark kinetic heating of
NSs depends only on the total mass of accumulated DM,
and is therefore sensitive to DMmasses spanning dozens of
orders of magnitude. As a consequence, dark kinetic
heating of NSs provides a powerful complement to, and
indeed could surpass, terrestrial direct detection searches
for DM interactions.
This Letter also demonstrates that the aggregate impact

of DM falling onto NSs results in thermal emission
detectable with imminent telescope technology.
Detecting or constraining DM using nearby NSs requires
dedicated searches and observation times a few orders of
magnitude beyond standard surveys. In addition, locating
an old NS within 50 pc of Earth, where ∼100 old NSs

reside, may be critical to near-future searches for dark
kinetic heating. Such efforts are warranted by the extraor-
dinary sensitivity dark kinetic heating has for a broad
variety of DM models. This builds substantially on studies
of DM that annihilates in compact stars [1–6], showing that
well-motivated nonannihilating, asymmetric [7,8] and
inelastic DM can heat NSs appreciably.
1. Dark kinetic heating.—DM’s flux through a NS

depends on the maximum impact parameter of incoming
halo DM. For NS mass M∼1.5M⊙ and radius R ∼ 10 km,
bmax¼ð2GMR=v2xÞ1=2½1−ð2GM=RÞ%−1=2∼103km, where
vx is the velocity of DM [9]. The total mass rate of DM
passing through the NS is _m ¼ πb2maxvxρx, where ρx is the
ambient density of DM. Using a best-fit DM density
and halo velocity, ρx∼0.42GeVcm−3 and vx∼230kms−1

[10], _m ∼ 4 × 1025 GeV s−1.
The total kinetic energy that can be deposited by DM is,

to good approximation, given by DM’s kinetic energy at the
surface of the NS, Es ≃mxðγ − 1Þ, where for a typical NS
γ ∼ 1.35. Then the rate of dark kinetic energy deposition is
given by

_Ek ¼
Es _m
mx

f ≃ 1.4 × 1025 GeV s−1
!
f
1

"
; ð1Þ

where f ∈ ½0; 1% is the fraction of dark particles passing
through the star that become trapped in the NS interior. This
fraction depends on the cross section for DM to scatter
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Idea

WIMP DM accretes on

a neutron star (NS).

Annihilation of WIMPs in the

NS core causes heating effect.



Dark matter heating effect may be observed in old NSs.

In the standard cooling scenario, temperature becomes very 
low for t > 107 years.
With DM heating effect,  at later times. T∞

s → ∼ 2 × 103 K

σχN ≳ 10−45 cm2

WIMP dark matter heating in NS

Condition for capture

Lγ ≃ LDM



Questions
Is this strategy promising?

Observation

• Nearby old NSs

• IR telescopes

Theory

Validity of the standard cooling in old NSs?



JWST study
Spectral distributions

1 Jy = 10-23 erg s-1 cm-2 Hz-1

Signal-to-noise ratio

S. Chatterjee, et.al., Phys. Rev. D 108, 2 (2023). 

λ ∼ 2 μm Near-Infrared Camera (NIRCam) on JWST

With the F150W2 filter,  is obtained for 24 hours.SNR ≳ 5



Old warm neutron stars?
Recently, “old but warm neutron stars” have been observed.

Milli-second pulsars

J0437-4715: tsd = (6.7 ± 0.2) × 109 years, T∞
s = (1.25 − 3.5) × 105 K

J2124-3358: tsd = 11+6
−3 × 109 years, T∞

s = (0.5 − 2.1) × 105 K

Ordinary pulsars

J0108-1431: tsd = 2.0 × 108 years, T∞
s = (2.7 − 5.5) × 104 K

B0950+08: tsd = 1.75 × 107 years, T∞
s = (6 − 12) × 104 K

B. Rangelov, et al., Astrophys. J. 835, 264 (2017).

O. Kargaltsev, G. G. Pavlov, and R. W. Romani, Astrophys. J. 602, 327 (2004);

M. Durant, et al., Astrophys. J. 746, 6 (2012).

V. Abramkin, Y. Shibanov, R. P. Mignani, and G. G. Pavlov, Astrophys. J. 911, 1 (2021).

V. Abramkin, G. G. Pavlov, Y. Shibanov, and O. Kargaltsev, Astrophys. J. 924, 128 (2022).

These observations cannot be explained in the standard cooling.



Candidates for heating sources
Heating mechanisms discussed in the literature:

Non-equilibrium beta processes

Friction caused by vortex creep

Heat originates from the slowdown of pulsar rotation.

Consistency with current observation?

Implications for DM heating?



Rotochemical heating
Rotation rapid

Centrifugal

force large

Rotation slow

Centrifugal

force weak

Local pressure changes. Chemical equilibrium condition changes.

Deviation from β equilibrium
A. Reisenegger, Astrophys. J. 442, 749 (1995).

The imbalance in chemical potentials is dissipated as heat.

Rotochemical heating R. Fernandez and A. Reisenegger, Astrophys. J. 625, 291 (2005);
C. Petrovich, A. Reisenegger, Astron. Astrophys. 521, A77 (2010).

The beta processes are highly suppressed at later times.



Rotochemical heating vs DM heating
It turns out that rotochemical heating can explain the observed data.

If P0 is large enough, DM heating effect can be observed.

It is always concealed in millisecond pulsars.

K. Hamaguchi, N. Nagata, K. Yanagi, Phys. Lett. B795, 484 (2019).

K. Hamaguchi, N. Nagata, K. Yanagi, MNRS 492, 5508 (2020).



Neutron superfluid vortex lines
Neutrons form Cooper pairs in NSs. Neutron superfluidity

In a rotating NS, superfluid vortex lines are formed.

outer crustinner crust
rotation axis

f
vortex line

superfluid : ∇ × vs = 0C

S

vortex line : ∇ × vn ≠ 0core

The vortex lines are fixed to the crust by nuclear interactions.
P. W. Anderson and N. Itoh, Nature 256, 25 (1975).



Vortex creep
Due to the pulsar radiation, the crust component slows down.

But the superfluid component does not.

The rotational speed difference developed.

δv

δv = vs − vVL

κ
fMag

⊙
fMag

vortex line

κ

neutron star

rotation axis

This induces Magnus force.

When it gets large enough, vortex lines 

start to move outwards. 

Vortex creep

Speed difference decreases.

The vortex creep keeps the speed difference constant.
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⌦SF � ⌦crust = const. Determined by the pinning force.



Vortex creep heating
The rotational energy stored in the superfluid component is 

dissipated as heat:

<latexit sha1_base64="2ALw8g7j+KxJx4LKwM0hov+vXuQ=">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</latexit>

LH =

Z
dIcrust(⌦SF � ⌦crust)|⌦̇| ⌘ J |⌦̇|

Moment of inertia Determined by the pinning force.

All NSs have similar values of J. 

In old NSs, this heating balances with the photon cooling:
<latexit sha1_base64="AA39g84kIy7hetKpo1YMStcZwf4=">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</latexit>

LH = L� = 4⇡R2�SBT
4

s
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Jobs = 4⇡R2�SBT
4
s /|⌦̇| Can be determined by observation.

The vortex heating mechanism predicts this to be almost universal.

M. A. Alpar, et.al., Astrophys. J. 276, 325 (1984);
M. Shibazaki and F. K. Lamb, Astrophys. J. 346, 808 (1989).



Vortex creep heating vs observations

XDINSs

MSP

tsd < 105 years

Theoretical estimations.

M. Fujiwara, K. Hamaguchi, N. Nagata, M. E. Ramirez-Quezada, arXiv:2308.16066.

Observations find similar values of J.

Theoretical calculations are in the same ballpark.
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Vortex creep heating vs observations
Ordinary pulsars Millisecond pulsars

Temperature evolution deviates at .t ≳ 105 years

Even for very old NSs, .Ts ≳ 104 K

M. Fujiwara, K. Hamaguchi, N. Nagata, M. E. Ramirez-Quezada, arXiv:2308.16066.
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Vortex creep heating vs DM heating
To see the DM heating effect, we want .Lvortex < LDM

Upper limit on J | ·Ω |

Limit on J  (log J [erg s])

Distribution of known pulsars

J must be much smaller than the values favored by obs. and theor.

For observationally favored value

of J, we need this size of | ·Ω |

M. Fujiwara, K. Hamaguchi, N. Nagata, M. E. Ramirez-Quezada, arXiv:2309.02633.



Vortex creep heating vs DM heating

The DM heating is buried under the vortex creep heating unless
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J . 1038 erg · s Much smaller than the values 

favored by obs. and theor.

M. Fujiwara, K. Hamaguchi, N. Nagata, M. E. Ramirez-Quezada, arXiv:2309.02633.



Conclusion

For ordinary pulsars, DM heating effect can be 
observed if their initial period is relatively large. 

For millisecond pulsars, DM heating effect is 
always hidden by the rotochemical heating.

We discussed the feasibility of the WIMP DM search 
via the NS temperature observation.

Non-equilibrium β processes.

Vortex creep heating

This heating effect seems to dominate the DM heating…

Potenital obstacles



Backup



Standard Cooling of NS
D. Pager, J. M. Lattimer, M. Prakash, A. W. Steiner, Astrophys. J. Suppl. 155, 623 (2004);


M. E. Gusakov, A. D. Kaminker, D. G. Yakovlev, O. Y. Gnedin, Astron. Astrophys. 423, 1063 (2004).

Consider a NS composed of

Neutrons
Protons
Leptons (e, μ)

Equation for temperature evolution

C(T)
dT
dt

= − Lν − Lγ

C(T): Stellar heat capacity
Lν: Luminosity of neutrino emission
Lγ: Luminosity of photon emission

pF ≫ T, mn − mp

In Fermi degenerate states.

Supposed to be in the β equilibrium.



Cooling sources
Two cooling sources: 

ν

γ
Photon emission (from surface)

Dominant for t ≳ 105 years

Neutrino emission (from core)

Direct Urca process (DUrca)

Modified Urca process (MUrca)

Bremsstrahlung

PBF processt ≲ 105 yearsDominant for

Occurs when nucleon pairings 

are formed.



Luminosity

Urca process is extremely suppressed at later times.

Photon emission becomes dominant after ~105 years.



Success of Standard Cooling

M = (1.01 − 1.92)M⊙

O. Y. Gnedin, M. Gusakov, A. Kaminker, D. G. Yakovlev, 

Mon. Not. Roy. Astron. Soc. 363, 555 (2005).

Consistent with the observations for .t < 106 years
Temperature gets very low for .t ≳ 106 years

For the latest data, see http://www.ioffe.ru/astro/NSG/thermal/cooldat.html
~ 50 NSs listed.

http://www.ioffe.ru/astro/NSG/thermal/cooldat.html


Dark matter accretion in NS

NS

R ~ 10 km

DM

DM velocity is very large on the NS surface.

Effective geometrical cross section is very large.

DM number density

DM accretion rate is

<latexit sha1_base64="yXS1gvO/cWbxoQ3Nidh5jixUAMY=">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</latexit>

vesc =

r
2GM

R
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bmax ' R
vesc
v1

Impact parameter



Recoil energy
For each DM-nucleon scattering, WIMPs lose energy by

Let us compare this with the initial kinetic energy: E∞
kin = mDMv2

∞/2

 scattering angle

       in the CM frame.
θc :

One scattering is sufficient for 
WIMPs to lose the initial 
kinetic energy.

Energy transfer can be as 
large as O(100) MeV.



One scattering in NS
WIMP-nucleon scattering occurs at least once if

If this is satisfied, then all of the accreted WIMPs are captured.

If not, capture rate is suppressed by .σN /σth

σN ≳ 10−45 cm2Mean Free Path ∼ (σNn)−1 ∼
mNR3

MσN
≲ R

 DM-nucleon scattering cross sectionσN :

Captured WIMPs eventually annihilate inside the NS core.

For old NSs, we have

Accretion rate Annihilation rate=
equilibrium



NS temperature with DM heating

(for )σ > σth

Independent of DM mass.

At later times, the DM heating balances with the cooling 

by photon emission.

Robust, smoking-gun prediction

of DM heating.

Can we observe this??



DM heating vs direct detection
In any case, an observation of a NS with 

disfavors WIMPs which have .

Ts ≲ 2 × 103 K
σN ≳ 10−45 cm2

Prospects for direct detection experiments

Such a large scattering cross section can be probed in direct

detection experiments. Why we should care about DM heating??

APPEC Committee Report, arXiv:2104.07634.

σN = 10−45 cm2



Advantage of DM heating in NSs
Bound from NS temperature may surpass those from DM

direct searches in the following cases:

Dark matter interacts only with leptons.

Inelastic scattering occurs for .ΔM ≲ 𝒪(100) MeV

Heavy/light dark matter

Spin-dependent scattering

WIMP-nucleon scattering is velocity-suppressed.



Spin-down age
For magnetic dipole radiation,

By solving this, we have

In particular, for , we can estimate the neutron star ageP0 ≪ Pnow

tsd is called spin-down age or characteristic age.

(P0: initial period)



Non-equilibrium β processes



Loop hole in standard cooling
In the standard cooling, β equilibrium is assumed.
In a real pulsar

Rotation rapid

Centrifugal

force large

Rotation slow

Centrifugal

force weak

Local pressure changes. Chemical equilibrium condition changes.

If the beta processes are rapid enough, the system can follow

the change in the equilibrium condition. But…



Neutrino emission
The beta processes are highly suppressed at later times, i.e.,

for low temperatures.

1

0 p

f(p)
T

pF

Only the particles near the Fermi surface can participate in the processes.

Deviation from β equilibrium
A. Reisenegger, Astrophys. J. 442, 749 (1995).
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Nuclear force

The imbalance in chemical potentials is dissipated as heat.

Rotochemical heating R. Fernandez and A. Reisenegger, Astrophys. J. 625, 291 (2005);
C. Petrovich, A. Reisenegger, Astron. Astrophys. 521, A77 (2010).



Out of β equilibrium
Deviation from β equilibrium is quantified by

At early times

Urca processes are rapid.

NS can follow the change in the equilibrium condition.

At later times

Urca processes are too slow.

Deviation from β equilibrium

 increases!ηℓ

ηℓ

Time

ηℓ

Driven by rotation



Rotochemical heating

Once  exceeds a threshold  determined by nucleon gaps,ηℓ Δth

Urca processes are enhanced.

Generation of heat

Called the rotochemical heating.

R. Fernandez and A. Reisenegger, Astrophys. J. 625, 291 (2005);
C. Petrovich, A. Reisenegger, Astron. Astrophys. 521, A77 (2010).

It occurs in the same setup as the standard cooling.

ηℓ

Time

Δth
Heating!

This effect should have been included from the beginning…

No exotic physics needed.



Evolution of chemical imbalance

K. Hamaguchi, N. Nagata, K. Yanagi, Phys. Lett. B795, 484 (2019).

Magnetic dipole radiation

Rotochemical heating occurs if the initial period P0 is small enough.

Since the deviation from equilibrium is driven by rotation,

it strongly depends on the value of period.



Non-equilibrium β processes
When Urca processes are rapid enough, the system can 
follow the new equilibrium conditions.

At low temperatures, Urca processes get very slow. 

Deviation from β equilibrium

Energy excess in chemical potentials

Increase in neutrino emission
Generation of heating.

A. Reisenegger, Astrophys. J. 442, 749 (1995).

This energy excess is dissipated by

Rotochemical heating
A. Reisenegger, Astrophys. J. 442, 749 (1995);


R. Fernandez and A. Reisenegger, Astrophys. J. 625, 291 (2005).



Out of β equilibrium
The excess of energy is dissipated by

Increase of neutrino emission

Generation of heat

Deviation from β equilibrium is quantified by

Heating luminosity

where

P. Haensel, Astron. Astrophys. 262, 131 (1992);

A. Reisenegger, Astrophys. J. 442, 749 (1995).



Evolution of chemical imbalance
The time evolution off  is determined byηℓ

W < 0, Z > 0: coefficients which depend on NS structure.

Bring the system back to equilibrium.
Drive the system out of equilibrium.

R. Fernandez and A. Reisenegger, Astrophys. J. 625, 291 (2005).

Once the second term wins, the imbalance increases.

Magnetic dipole radiation

(P0: initial period)



Rotochemical heating
If the imbalance overcomes the threshold given by

Heating becomes effective.

This mechanism is called the rotochemical heating.
A. Reisenegger, Astrophys. J. 442, 749 (1995);


R. Fernandez and A. Reisenegger, Astrophys. J. 625, 291 (2005).
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Nuclear force

It occurs in the same setup as the standard cooling.
No exotic effects are needed.

Pauli blocking is overcame by the chemical imbalance.



Millisecond pulsars

We can explain the observations.

Rotochemical heating always occurs in MSPs.

M Znpe Znpµ Znp Wnpe Wnpµ

[M�] [10�61 erg] [10�61 erg] [10�61 erg] [10�13 erg s2] [10�13 erg s2]

1.4 10 12 4 �1.5 �2
1.8 6 7 2 �1.4 �1.8

Table 2: The values of Znp, Znp`, and Wnp` in Eqs. (13) and (14), which are taken from Ref. [23].

We divide the NSs listed in Tab. 1 into two categories: MSPs and the others. The latter contains
ordinary pulsars and XDINSs. We exploit a representative parameter set for each category as
follows:

Millisecond pulsars MSPs have much smaller P and €P than ordinary pulsars. With MSP J0437-
4715 in mind, we use the following parameters for this category:

• M = 1.4 M�.

• P = 5.8 ms.

• €P = 5.7 ⇥ 10�20.

• �M/M = 10�7.

We also note that the values of P and €P of J2124-3358, P = 4.9 ms and €P = 2.1 ⇥ 10�20, are fairly
close to those of J0437-4715, while its mass is unknown. We have fixed the amount of the light
elements in the envelope, �M/M = 10�7, as it turns out that the result is almost independent of
this choice for old NSs such as J0437-4715 and J2124-3358.

Ordinary pulsars and XDINSs For ordinary pulsars and XDINSs, we use

• M = 1.4 M� or 1.8 M�.

• P = 1 s.

• €P = 1 ⇥ 10�15.

• �M/M = 10�7 or 10�15.

Note that P and €P a�ect the rotochemical heating only through Eq. (16), and thus the result
depends only on the combination P €P. Ordinary pulsars have P €P ⇠ 10�17

� 10�13, corresponding
to B ⇠ 1011

� 1013 G. The dependence of the thermal evolution on P €P is weaker than that on gap
models and P0, and thus we fix it to be P €P = 1 ⇥ 10�15 s in the following analysis.

Once we fix the NS parameters as above, the time evolution of the NS surface temperature
depends only on the nucleon gap models and the initial period P0. As we see in Sec. 2.2.2, the

15

K. Hamaguchi, N. Nagata, K. Yanagi, MNRS 492, 5508 (2020).

We take account of the effect of non-equilibrium β processes.



Ordinary pulsars

We can explain all of the observations.

The temperature evolution highly depends on 
the initial period  of pulsars.P0

Cool star: large initial period → no rotochemical heating.
Warm star: small initial period → rotochemical heating effective.

M Znpe Znpµ Znp Wnpe Wnpµ

[M�] [10�61 erg] [10�61 erg] [10�61 erg] [10�13 erg s2] [10�13 erg s2]

1.4 10 12 4 �1.5 �2
1.8 6 7 2 �1.4 �1.8

Table 2: The values of Znp, Znp`, and Wnp` in Eqs. (13) and (14), which are taken from Ref. [23].

We divide the NSs listed in Tab. 1 into two categories: MSPs and the others. The latter contains
ordinary pulsars and XDINSs. We exploit a representative parameter set for each category as
follows:

Millisecond pulsars MSPs have much smaller P and €P than ordinary pulsars. With MSP J0437-
4715 in mind, we use the following parameters for this category:

• M = 1.4 M�.

• P = 5.8 ms.

• €P = 5.7 ⇥ 10�20.

• �M/M = 10�7.

We also note that the values of P and €P of J2124-3358, P = 4.9 ms and €P = 2.1 ⇥ 10�20, are fairly
close to those of J0437-4715, while its mass is unknown. We have fixed the amount of the light
elements in the envelope, �M/M = 10�7, as it turns out that the result is almost independent of
this choice for old NSs such as J0437-4715 and J2124-3358.

Ordinary pulsars and XDINSs For ordinary pulsars and XDINSs, we use

• M = 1.4 M� or 1.8 M�.

• P = 1 s.

• €P = 1 ⇥ 10�15.

• �M/M = 10�7 or 10�15.

Note that P and €P a�ect the rotochemical heating only through Eq. (16), and thus the result
depends only on the combination P €P. Ordinary pulsars have P €P ⇠ 10�17

� 10�13, corresponding
to B ⇠ 1011

� 1013 G. The dependence of the thermal evolution on P €P is weaker than that on gap
models and P0, and thus we fix it to be P €P = 1 ⇥ 10�15 s in the following analysis.

Once we fix the NS parameters as above, the time evolution of the NS surface temperature
depends only on the nucleon gap models and the initial period P0. As we see in Sec. 2.2.2, the

15

K. Hamaguchi, N. Nagata, K. Yanagi, MNRS 492, 5508 (2020).

Heating due to magnetic field decay may occur.


